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In the US alone, contingent workers

will exceed 40 percent
of the workforce by the year 2020
Source: INTUIT
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We Could All Use a Few More Leads.
Freelancing Professionally
If there’s one thing every person who’s ever gone out on their own can agree on, it’s that getting consistent,
decent-paying work is challenging. Those who are new to freelancing often find it hard to get those first few jobs,
and even those who have been at it awhile might find themselves wishing things were just a little steadier.

Why is that?
After all, freelancers (like you!) are some of the
best, most creative minds out there. They’ve got no
shortage of talent – in fact, you might have chosen to
go freelance because you know you’ve got the chops
to give your customers something better than they can
get anywhere else.

But talent isn’t enough…
It doesn’t matter if you’re the most skilled, innovative,
creative genius the freelance world has ever seen.
And it also doesn’t matter if your portfolio sparkles with
the power of 10,000 unicorns.
If your target market doesn’t know about your business
or can’t understand why they should choose you, you
might as well be shoveling snow alone in Antarctica.
Without a phone. Or wifi.

sign up for Twitter or build a website.
But be honest – have you given much thought as to how
you’ll market your business, or who you’re marketing
to? Have you created a plan for taking all of the talent
you have to the masses in a way that doesn’t rely on
them stumbling across you online or remembering
your business card is somewhere in their rolodex?

If not, it’s time to start thinking
differently.
Great marketing can mean the difference between
steak on a Tuesday afternoon or ramen noodles for
breakfast, lunch and dinner.

This guide is going to help
you get off the value menu.

…and that’s where marketing comes in.
Most freelancers jump into the business without really
thinking about how they’ll market themselves. They
might dream up a company name and logo, maybe
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According to 2010 global freelancers survey

34.2% of freelancers
found jobs through referrals
Source: FREELANCERS UNION
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The Freelancer’s Rules of Engagement
From Here on Out, You Are Your Brand.
Before we dump a truckload full of awesome into your
brain, we need to make sure your head is in the right
place. Here are a few critical things to keep in mind as
we move forward:

From Here on Out,
You Are Your Brand.

A

s you’re starting out in freelancing, you may have
dreams of one day building what you do into a
full-scale agency. Those are good dreams – but right
now, as a one (wo)man show, you and your brand are
synonymous unless clearly separated.
Every tweet you send publically, every comment
you leave, every blog post you write in a business
environment – these are all going to reflect back on
you as a professional and have an impact on your
marketing.
Ditch the clown shoes. It’s okay to combine work with
pleasure, but be tactful and remember, your clients are
watching.

In a meta-analysis of 225 academic studies, there
was strong evidence between life satisfaction and
successful business outcomes. So, in other words,
happier people tend to have better, kickass businesses.
Sounds obvious, but it ain’t.
As a freelancer, much of your marketing will depend on
who you are (see point #1), so who you are needs to be
someone who can relate to people and articulate well.
Word of mouth, referrals and repeat business comes
when you do great work – but only when you’re also
great to work with. Your network will become one of
the most powerful marketing tools in your arsenal.
Tune up your public speaking skills, practice patience,
always be ready to help, do your best to be genuine

You Catch More Flies with Honey

and limit eye-rolling to phone calls only.

Or rather, you earn more business by being positive
and friendly than being an awkward, grouchy jerk.
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Winners Never Quit; Quitters Never Win
We’re really laying the clichés on thick, huh?
But in all seriousness, marketing takes persistence. It’s not a
try-once-and-give-up sort of deal; you’ll need to be like the
little engine that could. You will face rejection. Some of what
you try won’t work. And that’s okay. As you go, you’ll learn,
grow and find better ways to connect with your market.
It’s also important to know that marketing never, ever stops.
Once you start going, you need to sustain the effort.
With these rules in mind, it’s time to dive head-first into the
marketing process, so take a deep breath.

The Marketing Process
When it comes to marketing, don’t fly by the seat of your pants.
There are four distinct stages of the marketing process:
Research/Refinement: Using data and information to know
your market and your brand better.
Planning: Creating a framework for the tactics, messages and
mediums you will use to reach your audience.
Execution: Carrying out your plan in a swift, merciless, take-noprisoners sort of way.
Monitoring: Minding the numbers to know if your marketing
is working.

Monitoring

Planning

Execution
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“Freelancing is not that fun little side
thing you do, it’s a job and it comes

SO A LITTLE
MARKET RESEARCH WOULD’NT
HURT.”
with responsibilities.

Source: KEREM SUER
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Research & Planning
Or: The Really Sexy Stuff
Venturing into freelance can be really exciting; you may already be full of wonderful ideas for ads, blog posts and
more. You’re probably ready to take off out of the gates like some kind of wild marketing stallion.

Hold your proverbial horses.
Before you wander out into marketing’s great blue
yonder, you ought to take a roadmap with you. Who
are your customers? What do they (really) want? What
will they pay for it?
And further, who are you, and what do you stand
for? This impromptu interrogation might seem a bit
humdrum, but it’s critical to know the detailed answers
to these questions if you want your marketing to
succeed.
It’s time to talk about something nobody seems to
get too excited about: research. Withhold your eye
roll. It might not be the most fun part of marketing, but
research can actually be pretty sexy.
Why? Because the information you’re collecting
is going to help you get into people’s heads and
persuade them to do things – things like give you all
their money.
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Ok, What Do I Need to Know?
Whether you’re selling direct to consumers or to
businesses, both groups consist of human beings
with needs, goals and proclivities that you’ll need to
understand to reach them. That’s why it’s crucial as
a freelancer to do your diligence and perform some
market research (there’s that word again) in order to
get started and keep your business going. To best
find your target market you need to ask yourself the
following:
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• Who is/are your target market(s)?
Persona #1
Hint: It’s not “everyone”. Start by asking yourself
who you’d like to sell to – and if you’ve already
started, who’s bought from you in the past? Know
that there are likely several different, distinct
segments you can sell to. Evaluate each for their
potential revenues as well as how well your skill set
would allow you to serve them.

Name: John Manning
Age: 45
From: Denver, CO
Spouse: Mary Manning
Children: Bob (12) Sara (8)
Occupation: CMO of Manning

• Where are they (physically)? What are their
demographics?

Manufacturing: a custom metal

• What are their goals and objectives? How do these
change at each stage of the buying cycle?

fencing and rail systems.

works company specializing in
Income: $65,000

• What are the obstacles that get in the way of
achieving those goals (pain points)?
• How do they communicate? (Both in format and style)
• Where (or who) do they get their information from?
• Who influences their decision making? Who do
they look to for guidance?

Goals/Objectives: Pressure from boss to better
market the company. Needs to learn as much as
he can as quickly as possible. Responsible for a
team of 5.

• How much will they pay for what I have to offer?
• Who am I competing against, and how am I going
to differentiate myself?

Create Personas
After you’ve researched your target market(s), it’s
time to create personas. Personas are complete, but
succinct representations of who your customers are:
how they think, where they spend their time getting
information, their needs, goals and pain points.

Persona #2
Name: Kelly Johnson
Age: 28
From: Sacramento, CA
Spouse: None
Children: None
Occupation: Consultant
at Power Consulting: main

Map the persona’s needs through the different
stages of the buying cycle and prepare ideas as
to how you might hit upon those needs with your
marketing.
You will refer to these personas when creating content
or choosing a marketing channel to reach out to them
through. These personas will inform your approach and
help make sure that whatever marketing efforts you
make are tied back to a real customer, not an assumed
one (because we all know assumptions make an as...
well, you know the saying).

responsibilities include strategy,
technology and application
management.
Income: $40,000
Goals/Objectives: Focused on improving
conversions and convincing management on the
value of great design. Spends a lot of the day
online reading blogs.
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How Can I Get This Info On a Budget?
There’s no need to roll out the barrel and contract a
marketing research firm. You can learn a lot about the
market you want to sell to without breaking the bank:
1..Secondary Research
The internet is a wonderful playground of free
information. From the U.S. Census Bureau and other
government databases to industry interest groups,
chances are someone’s already done a lot of the
research you need.

5. Conduct a Quick Survey
With free tools like Survey Monkey at your disposal,
there’s really no reason not to give surveys a go. Just
be sure that you carefully design your questions ,
and have a plan for getting the survey out to people
(you can re-use many of the same sources you
listened in on conversations).

These other sources can help you gather information, too:
• Online job postings – Get a sense for how much
demand there is and how much people are willing to
pay for your services
• Keyword research tools – See how your audience
searches for what you have to offer, and in what volumes
2. Monitor Online Conversations
Listen in on what your audience is saying. This is
especially effective for learning their frustrations and
pain points, because people love to complain online.
Where can you listen in? A few ideas to get you going:
• Existing customers
• Meetups/Events
• LinkedIn groups
• Quora
• Industry forums
• Twitter (use a tool like Topsy to drill down into relevant
conversations – and perhaps interview the people
having them!)
• Blog comments (seek out influencers and popular
media outlets)
4. Analyze Competitors
Know your enemies – both the smart ones and the
idiots. By analyzing your successful competition,
you can learn how they’ve managed to capture the
attention of your audience and innovate on it. Your
failing competitors, on the other hand, will teach you
what not to do.

Marketing Guide The BlueSodaPromo Way
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“The brand is a story.

But it’s a story about you,
not about the brand.”
Source: SETH GODIN
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Solidify Your Branding
You’ve clearly identified the people whose heads
you want to dive into. Now it’s time to put all that mad
science to work by branding yourself in a way that
catches their eye.

It’s important to understand
that branding and marketing
are not the same:
Branding is creating an identity for yourself or your
business; it helps to define how your marketing
communications will look and sound.
Example: That swanky new logo you had designed?
That’s part of branding.
Marketing, on the other hand, is using the identity
you’ve created to get in front of your audience and
communicating the value of what you have to offer.
Example: The hilarious print ad you sent in to Burly
Sportsman Magazine? That’s marketing.

The Three “C’s” of Branding

If you want to create a brand that sticks, sells and
inspires, it’s as simple as C-C-C (we like to keep things
to a single letter):
Creativity:
A clever brand can set you apart from the competition,
but don’t get too cute. Creativity doesn’t mean “goofy”
or “absurd”; be distinctive not distracting - and above
all keep your audience (not your ego) in mind.
Catchiness:
It’s not enough to be clever. Your brand needs to be
memorable; something people can recall in an instant
and won’t have trouble repeating.
Consistency:
Branding is all about consistent communication. When
your audience sees an image, reads a web page
or opens an e-mail, they should know it’s from you
immediately. To ensure consistency, carefully define
your brand’s visuals (colours, styles, fonts & imagery)
and communication style (voice & tone) and apply
them everywhere you engage your audience.
To ensure consistency across your branding, create
a style guide that covers your voice, tone, fonts and
other brand standards.

Marketing Guide The BlueSodaPromo Way
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“Don’t just tell me you have this knowledge;

show me how you used it.”
Source: ANGELA HILLS
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Marketing Materials
Every Freelancer Needs
No matter what your line of work is (including those one or two bold freelance llama farmers out there), you’re
going to need a few key marketing assets to compliment your marketing plan.

Elevator Pitch
When meeting a potential client, you can’t afford to get
tongue-tied. You need a practiced and prepared elevator
pitch that tells them who you are, what you do and why
they should care. Your elevator pitch needs to be clear
and compelling – and short enough to get the point
across in just 30 - 60 seconds (the fewer, the better).

Some other tips:
• Avoid jargon and buzzwords
• Focus on being persuasive, not eloquent
• Consider ending the pitch with a question that elicits
a response (but be ready to respond yourself!)

Your pitch should:
• Explain who you are and what you do in an exciting,
compelling way

• Practice. Over and over. Your delivery needs to be
smooth, calm and collected.

• Disclose what makes you special or sets you apart
(your unique sales proposition)

• Test different pitches to find what raises eyebrows
and gets conversations going.

• Show the listener how you can fix their pain points

Harvard has created a fantastic resource that can help
you craft and evaluate your elevator pitch that’s worth
a look.

• Give the listener a sense of your “WHY” – what drives
you to do what you do? What makes you passionate
about it?
• Call the listener to action or prompt a response

Marketing Guide The BlueSodaPromo Way
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Website
Your website will be a direct extension of your brand.
It’s the number one place people will go to learn more
about your business, read what you publish, scope your
portfolio and (hopefully) find out how to contact you.
A few things to keep in mind:
1. Don’t cheap out on design. 75% (and likely more) of
users admitted that design is the first and most powerful
initial indicator of the trustworthiness of a website –
and you have just 50 milliseconds to impress. If you
want to work with professionals, look the part.
Not a designer? Not a problem. Wordpress is the
perfect solution for those who aren’t gifted in HTML/
CSS. There are thousands of free themes and plugins
that will have you looking professional, capturing
leads and impressing the search engines.
2. Search engine optimization needs to be a
consideration from the very beginning. This includes
thinking about how your website is built, the keywords
you’ll target, what content you will create and where
on your site that content will live.
Don’t wait until the site is launched to think about
search engine friendliness, or you may wind up with
costly redesigns and rewrites.
3. Feature testimonials and make your portfolio easy
to navigate. The onus is on you to establish credibility
and trust, both of these resources will put users at
ease as they evaluate.

Portfolio
Your portfolio is where you pour on the razzle-dazzle
and “wow” prospective clients with what you can do
for their business. This is all about showing the level
you’re on and the value you can bring to the customer.
This ain’t about ego: design the portfolio around your
target market.
Some tips for creating a killer portfolio:
• Make it dead-simple easy to find your portfolio on
your website.
• Only showcase your best work and the types of
projects you want to attract.
• Group similar or related projects together.
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• Avoid cluttered layouts and confusing navigation.
Keep the creativity in your pieces, not your usability
or navigation.
• Use your portfolio to tell stories. What was the
problem you solved for the client? How did you do it?
What were the results?
• Make contacting you easy. A visual reminder here
or there will push impressed prospects to drop you
a line.
We could go on and one about this one, but Smashing
Magazine did this wicked resource that will give you
plenty of good ideas.

Business Cards
Call us old fashioned, but the business card is still a
powerful tool when connecting in person.
Your business card is yet another chance to showcase
what makes you unique – but don’t sacrifice function
for form.
Make sure that you include:
• Your name and title
• Your logo
• Your website URL
• Your e-mail and any preferred social media accounts.
As with your website, don’t skimp out on design –
and don’t be afraid to get creative with it! Go wild
with colors, shapes –even production materials.
Yet your brand standards in mind. You don’t want a
potential customer coming to your site and thinking
he mistyped the URL because your site and business
card don’t match up.

10 billion business cards
are printed each year in the united states.
How will you stand out from the rest?
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According to Marketing sherpa,

60% of all organic clicks
go to the top 3 organic search results
Source: HUBSPOT
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Marketing Channels
Your branding is ready, your assets are prepared and your audience is waiting. All
that’s left to do is… well, market.

As you create your marketing plan, you’ll want
to consider the many different channels at your
disposal and evaluate them for their potential reach,
advantages and disadvantages in light of your time
and budget constraints.
Oof. That’s a lot to think about! Luckily, we’ve done
a lot of the thinking for you. What follows is a quick
walk through some of the most common channels
used by freelancers and some highlights that will
help you know which are right for you.

Online Marketing Tactics
Search Engine Optimization (SEO)
When someone searches for your services, will you
show up? SEO is a multi-faceted discipline that includes
technical elements like website structure as well as
creative elements such as your written content. Have
no clue what we’re talking about? You can get a leg-up
with the SEOMoz Beginner’s Guide.

Disadvantages:
• SEO professionals can be pricey – but cheap
services can be more costly if their unsustainable
tactics land you in Google’s bad books

Advantages:
• Results can be enormous (by far superior to
PPC/advertising)

• SEO takes awhile to ramp up and earn results

• Learning SEO yourself is time-consuming

• Benefits can be reaped over the long-term

Measuring Success:
• Track rankings, organic traffic and onsite metrics
like engagement

• No “pushy” advertising – customers are actively
looking for what you offer

• Define and track conversions (A submitted form? An
online purchase?) from organic traffic

• Compliments other marketing efforts
• You can do the basics yourself, with a little learning

Marketing Guide The BlueSodaPromo Way
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Pay-Per-Click Advertising (PPC)
Need to reach a large, targeted audience in a short
time? Pay-per-click advertisements can help you do just
that. Ads will show up on the top and side-bar of search
engines, delivering your message to prospects who
are actively seeking your services. Outside of search
engines, you can also buy ads on Facebook, Twitter
and LinkedIn (to name a few). For a crash course on
PPC for beginners, look no further than this guide.
Advantages:
• You only pay for people who click on your ads
• Set your own budget, large or small
• Reach a large audience immediately without a wait
time like SEO
Disadvantages:
• You need to keep feeding your campaigns money if
you want the ads to continue
• Character and space limits on ads can inhibit your
messaging
• Lower response rate than SEO, content marketing
• Ads on Facebook, LinkedIn & Twitter have very low
click through rates (less than 1%) as these are more of
an “interruption”
Measuring Success:
• Measure impressions, click-through rate and average
cost per click
• Like SEO, define & track conversions attributable to
traffic from paid ads

Social Media Marketing
You can use social media outlets to engage customers
and promote your products – but be wise: social
media channels are not megaphones for advertising.
Your clients will expect you to inform and engage, not
spam your message down their throat.
Social media can be used to run or promote contests,
share content or interact with customers. While at times
you will want to measure the reach of a promotion or
ad on social media, you must consider the genuine
relationships you are building a part of your marketing
ROI.
Advantages:
• Social accounts are free
• Ability to connect directly with influencers & potential
customers
• High potential reach
• Compliments other marketing efforts
Disadvantages:
• Managing social accounts demands time and energy
• A poor strategy can result in being ostracized
Measuring Success:
Largely dependent on the platform, success metrics
in social media revolve around engagement: Likes,
tweets, shares, +1’s, pins and comments are all worth
tracking. Followers, fans and connections are also
worth keeping an eye on – but only if they’re genuine,
none of that “Follow-for-follow” stuff.
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Blogging
Think of blogging as information and personality
marketing – what you publish should directly reflect
your opinions, character and competence. Blogging
is a chance to show that you know what you’re
talking about while improving your SEO and meeting
customer needs at the same time.
Along with blogging comes guest posting – writing
blogs for others. This is a chance to give something
of value to an audience who may not know who you
are, and can be a powerful marketing tool.
Advantages:
• It’s free
• Demonstrate to potential clients that you’re a master
of your craft.
• Guest blogging allows you to tap into someone
else’s audience
Disadvantages:
• Without an amplification strategy, your content may
sit unread
• It’s time consuming
• You may not be a strong writer; poor writing might
actually damage your brand.

Content Marketing
Content marketing ties together many of the things
we’ve already talked about. In essence, content
marketing is producing something of value that helps
or entertains your target market (ie: whitepapers,
blogs, videos, podcasts, guides, how-to’s, newsletters,
etc.). Like all good marketing, it requires you to sit
down, brainstorm and bang out a strategy.
Content marketing will use SEO, PPC and social
media as amplification outlets. The benefits of content
marketing can be improved rankings, more followers,
a bigger reach, and a lower average cost per lead.
Advantages:
• Exceptionally effective, if done correctly
• A growing trend thanks to Google’s recent quality
updates
• Expand your reach depending on how well you
promote it
• It can generate an enormous amount of quality leads
Disadvantages:
• Depending on the content created, can be
expensive and time consuming
• Long-term results; may not drive much in the short-term

Marketing Guide The BlueSodaPromo Way
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Offline Marketing Tactics
Just because the internet exists doesn’t mean there isn’t room for innovation in the offline world – nor does it
mean that marketing offline is less effective.
While freelancers are unlikely to be able to afford the budget of a Super Bowl ad or a radio placement, there are
plenty of opportunities to market yourself offline that won’t break the bank.

Networking & Speaking Events
Whether it’s attending a tradeshow, sitting in on a
meetup, going to an industry event or giving a talk,
getting out into the networks where your market hangs
out is a fantastic way to drum up new business. You
might even consider hosting a workshop or running a
lunch-in to learn with a group of your target audience.
Come armed with business cards, a strong pitch
and a winning personality. It’s not about desperately
begging for work, but finding out how you can help or
offer value. Make sure that you follow up, too – it’s not
enough to hand someone a business card. Be friendly,
but persistent.
Advantages:
• Free – or usually very affordable
• You can personally pitch yourself or your service
• Higher-touch and more memorable than other
marketing initiatives
Disadvantages:
• Rejection can be mentally taxing (and just plain sucks)
• Effectiveness is far lower than inbound marketing
methods

Promotional Products
If you’ve ever been to a bank, chances are you own
one or two branded pens. In fact, if you look around
your home, you may find promo products ranging
from calendars to promotional coffee mugs to shirts,
beer koozies and beyond.
Promotional products give customers something
tangible to remember you by. The best products
are both memorable and useful, ensuring they
won’t just be thrown away. While you’ll need a bit
of a budget, promotional products are surprisingly
affordable.
Advantages:
• You can get hundreds, if not thousands, of
impressions from just one item
• You control who gets your giveaway, giving you
the advantage of handing them out to a very specific
target audience
• People tend to keep promo items for almost 6
months!
• Because their useful, people tend to think of you
or your company in a better light
Disadvantages:
• You usually need to meet a minimum quantity
(can’t just buy one)
• The more colors you want for your imprint, the
more expensive items become
• You get what you pay for; cooler products are
typically more expensive, but hey, its how you use
‘em, right?
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Cold (Or Luke-Warm) Calling
The words “cold call” strike fear into the hearts of
many; there’s nothing quite like the sting of rejection
or the anticipation of a slammed receiver.
Cold calling isn’t for everyone, but if you’ve identified
a person or company you really want to do business
with, you can customize your pitch to sound less like
the telemarketers who bother you at dinner. (The
squeamish can also take this strategy online with a
quick e-mail)

Advantages:
• It’s free
Disadvantages:
• Rejection can be mentally taxing (and just plain sucks)
• Effectiveness is far lower than inbound marketing
methods

Mailers
This comes back to the research you hopefully didn’t
skip over. Mailers are a great way to get in front of
the exact people you want to do business with. But
we aren’t talking about your typical ‘junk’ mail either.
Your mailer should stand out from all the other bills
people dread opening.
This is where your creativity can pay off immensely.
Make sure your mailer looks like something they
‘want’ to open. Put your marketing materials in an
oversized box or a flashy envelope. Or maybe your
mailer is something they don’t have to open at all. It
is just presented in all of its glory to the recipient.
The more of a personal touch you can add to a mailer
the more likely someone is to open it. Hand writing
the shipping information or a personal note will help
entice people.
Advantages:
• Can be done on the cheap
• You can let your creativity shine through
• Great for thank you’s or follow ups

Disadvantages:
• Finding individuals can be difficult (however, it
should already be done!)
• It can be time-consuming depending on how much
‘personality’ you want to add to each one
• No one to tell if they actually opened your mailer
(but you can always follow up!)
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Creating a
Marketing Plan
Marketing is more than just choosing tactics out of a hat. You need
a strategy and a plan for execution. Combine all of the information
you’ve already gathered into a simple, easy-to-reference framework
that clearly defines your objectives and how you will reach them.

Your marketing strategy should
encompass:
• Who is the audience you’re trying to reach?
• What actions do you want that audience to
take? (Awareness, leads, sales, etc.)
• Where will you allocate your budget?
• How will you spend your limited time?
• What tactics will you use?
• Whose help do you need to make those
tactics a reality? (Writers, designers, etc.)
• What messaging will accompany those tactics?
• How will your branding play consistently
across all of the channels you’ve chosen?
• How you will measure marketing success?
With the plan in place, all that’s left is to execute
and monitor your results.

Go get ‘em,
tiger!
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